Abstract
Introduction
Static route planning for unmanned aerial vehicle, track planning under sudden threats, track planning for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle with multi aircraft cooperation, track smoothing and other key technologies are studied [1] [2] [3] . Specific to constraint conditions for track planning of Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, maneuvering characteristics constraint model and threat constraint model for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle are established. The former includes the maximum range, maximum climbing angle, minimum turning radius and minimum step size; the latter includes radar, missiles, artillery, air and terrain threat model. In addition, taking into account the unmanned aerial vehicle can be used to avoid the risk of terrain, so the height can be regarded as one of the comprehensive cost of track [4] [5] [6] . Standard filtering algorithm should be applied to problems of track planning for Unmanned Aerial Vehicle. State transition strategy is chosen according to probability only based on pheromone and heuristic factor, of which blind choice exists and it is difficult to quickly find problem of the goal node. Guidance factor is introduced in state transition strategy of standard filtering algorithm. By setting the maximum number of track nodes, the problem that it is difficult to find the goal node for standard self-adaptive filtering algorithm is solved [7] [8] [9] [10] . In addition, random ant subgroup is introduced in filtering algorithm to expand the search space and increase the diversity of solutions so that the algorithm can obtain a more accurate solution. Simulation results show that: compared with the original algorithm, the improved algorithm has certain advantages. If there is a sudden threat distribution in the actual flight of the Unmanned Aerial Vehicle, track re-planning must be carried out to avoid the threats. In order to meet the operational effectiveness, the algorithm used in the re-planning is required to have the characteristics of real time and high efficiency. According to the characteristic of the neighborhood search of swarm algorithm, referring to sudden threat segment as the track of leader, the follower only makes neighborhood search in sudden threat segment of reference track and doesn't need to search for the entire track, which can quickly get the correct track segment and replace the original track segment with sudden threat. Throughout the flight, 
Where, a means the "existing" acceleration of maneuvering target ˆ( / )
, while k means adjustment coefficient, which is regarded as a constant. Its value range is as follows:
Automatic adjusting formula of limit value of acceleration of maneuvering target is:
Steps of adjustment of limit value of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model include:
Step1: Obtain the "existing" acceleration a through iteration; Step2: Take the "existing" acceleration a and the limit value of acceleration max a (or (1) and (3) are comprehensively analyzed to obtain automatic adjusting formula of limit value of acceleration of maneuvering target in the improved self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model, which is:
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3 From formula (4), it is observed that there is some insufficient for improved self-adaptive filtering algorithm. Firstly, in the algorithm, filtering residuals are not used for adjustment of limit value of acceleration, while the "existing" acceleration is just consulted, and the adjustment coefficient k is a constant, which means that the limit value of acceleration which has been adjusted is fixed multiple of the "existing" acceleration. Secondly, because adjustment coefficient in fuzzy membership function k is permanent, the adaptive ability of algorithm will become weak. In regards to strong maneuvering target, the forecast error of algorithm is great, and convergence rate is slow.
Fuzzy Self-Adaptive Filtering Algorithm
Fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model proposes a kind of improved fuzzy membership function, and it uses filtering residual to adaptively change adjustment coefficient , so that the adjustment coefficient k may be adaptively changed with changes of filtering residual, which improves the tracking forecasting performance of strong maneuvering target.
Adaptive adjusting formula of adjustment coefficient is:
Where, ( ) d k is filtering residual at the moment of k ; 1 k is a constant, and satisfies
From comprehensive formula (2) and (5), it is observed that:
In formula (6) , the adjustment coefficient k may only begin with adaptive adjustment. Otherwise, adjustment coefficient k will still obtain values in improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model.
Complete expression of adjustment coefficient k is:
Where, 1 k and 2 k are constants, and satisfy
Fuzzy member function and automatic adjusting formula of limit value of acceleration of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model are same with those of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model, which is shown as formula (1) and (3).
Steps of adjustment of limit value of acceleration of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model include:
Step 1: Calculate filtering residual ( ) d k ;
Step 2: Take absolute value of filtering residual ( ) d k into adjusting formula of adjustment coefficient of fuzzy member function to obtain adjustment coefficient value k ;
Step 3: Take adjustment coefficient value k , the "existing" acceleration and limit value of acceleration max a (or max a  ) into fuzzy membership function of algorithm to obtain a fuzzy control value M;
Step 4: Take fuzzy control value M and limit value of acceleration max a (or max a  ) substituted into automatic adjusting formula of limit value of acceleration to obtain limit value of acceleration max new a (or max new a  ) which has been adjusted. From formula (8) , it is observed that when filtering residual is small, the adjustment coefficient k shall take a constant 2 k . At this moment, fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is transformed into improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model, and small covariance of state noise is used for implementing accurate track prediction to maneuvering target; when filtering residual is large, the adjustment coefficient k will increase with the growth of ( ) d k . At this moment, fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model adopts large covariance of state noise to implement accurate track prediction to maneuvering target, so that predicted results are restricted quickly to true value. Therefore, the fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model both has performance of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model and may perfectly carry on track prediction to strong maneuvering target.
Complete steps of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model are as follows (state variable:
Step 1: Initialization:
Step 2: Forecasting;
Step 3: Calculate predicting covariance and Kalman gain;
Step 4: Estimation;
Step 5: Adjust limit value of acceleration;
Step 6: Calculate covariance of state noise; 
Step 7: Judge whether it is end, if yes, quit this algorithm; if no,
and return
Step 2.
Simulation Experiment and Result Analysis of Track Prediction for Maneuvering Target
In the simulation experiment, initial evaluated error covariance 0 In the analysis of simulation result, the performance of the algorithm is evaluated by the quality of state forecast. Root-mean-square forecast error RMSE is used to describe the quality of state forecast. Its expression is
In the expression, refers to the number of simulation times, refers to the th simulation. ( ) x k and ˆ( / 1)
x k k  respectively refer to the true value and predictive value of maneuvering target state at the moment of k .
Simulation of Track Prediction for Maneuvering Target
Assumed that the initial position of maneuvering target is 10000m, initial speed is 100 Table 1 . 
Analysis of Simulation Result
From the simulation result, it can be seen that the forecast error of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is less than that of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model during the period of beginning of fiftieth seconds and 100th seconds for UAV and its convergence rate is bigger than that of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. However, during the other periods, the forecast performance of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is equivalent to that of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. This is because, first, at the 50th second and the 100th second, the acceleration of maneuvering target had a great mutation, that is to say, maneuvering target is strongly maneuvered. There is respectively 80 2 / m s and 50 2 / m s mutation in its acceleration. While, during other periods, maneuvering target always does uniformly accelerated motion, namely, maneuvering target is always weakly maneuvered during this period except for the acceleration mutation of 25 2 / m s at the 150th second. Secondly, when maneuvering target is weakly maneuvered, fixing fuzzy membership function of adjustment coefficient can better forecast the track for maneuvering target and filtering residual is smaller. At this time, fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model degenerated to improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. While maneuvering target is strongly maneuvered, fixing fuzzy membership function of adjustment coefficient can not meet the requirement and its filtering residual is bigger. The adjustment coefficient is turned up with self-adaption by fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model and the track of maneuvering target is forecasted with bigger state noise covariance so that the forecast result quickly restrains nearby the true value. Thus, when maneuvering target is weakly maneuvered, the performances of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model and improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model are equivalent. When maneuvering target is strongly maneuvered, fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is better than improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model in the aspects of forecast error and convergence rate. That needed to be particularly pointed out is: forecast error of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is bigger than that of improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model nearby the 100th second in Figure 7 and Figure 8 . That is because strong maneuvering happens in 100 seconds of maneuvering target. Convergence rate of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is faster than improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. The corresponding prediction error appears earlier than the improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. However, at the same time it can be seen that the corresponding prediction error of fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model is still smaller than the improved fuzzy self-adaptive filtering algorithm of statistical model. algorithm, and the operation time is more than that of the improving statistical model for fuzzy adaptive filtering algorithm, but still in the acceptable range.
Conclusions
Compared with filtering algorithm, this algorithm has certain advantages in local track correction. Two-level programming algorithms are proposed for UAV cooperative track planning. In this method, the cooperative track planning is divided into track planning layer and collaborative planning layer. The track planning layer is set up to meet the attack node set of each UAV attack angle first, and then using the intelligent optimization algorithm to get the candidate best track set of each candidate node set; collaborative planning layer determines the solution of the cost minimization for each candidate through designing the collaborative variables and cooperative functions of candidate tracks of different UAVs. In the end, carry out simulation to two kinds of attack strategies of cooperative convergence attack and cooperative in-turns attack; results show: this method can obtain scheme sets of optimal alternative track and can generate flight trace that is in accordance with cooperative requirements of time and space. Unmanned aerial vehicles initial track planning only considers maneuvering performance restriction of part unmanned aerial vehicles, track obtained can only satisfy tactics planning and management and it is hard to meet flight performance restriction, therefore, unmanned aerial vehicles must carry out track smoothness. This paper ensures that track price has significant change after smoothness according to characteristic of uneven parameters distribution of track smoothness.
